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Loaded for Bear

31 inches, with a series of modules including those for
half inch increments. All it takes to make the change is
the removal of three small screws: No bow press is needed. Standard letoff for the 3800 is 80 percent, however,
there is an attachment available that connects to the
draw stop, which reduces letoff between 5 and 10 percent. Darton outfits the cam system with heat treated
steel axles and stainless steel ball bearings for a
smoother rotation and increased efficiency. Darton outfits the Pro 3800 with a patented Tuning Mark System
that consists of two engraved lines on each cam within
which the cables should be positioned while the bow is

Darton’s new Pro 3800 cam system packs a punch
with advertised (and tested) IBO speeds reaching 345 to
350 fps. In addition to delivering great speed the
DualSync synchronized dual cam system is designed to
be versatile, efficient and low maintenance. Each cable is
anchored at one end to a single post on one cam and a yharness at the opposite end. A second, much smaller,
cable is threaded through the harness fixture with each
“leg” wrapping around a groove on either side of the cam
and terminating at a post. Why split one end of the cable
and run it to posts on opposite sides of the cam rather
than anchor it to the outside of the axle like some systems do? First, it distributes the tension equally on either
side of the cam to reduce torque and limb twist (cam
lean). Second, it ties the functionality of both cams to
one another. They are essentially locked together and
operate as a single unit automatically compensating for
variances in the system. This is not to say that these cam
types cannot stray from optimal tune – it just means that
if they do the effects are evenly distributed and basically
neutralized. You will not get that tell-tale double bump at
the end of your draw cycle that is common to traditional
two cam systems that are not rolling over at the same
time and the nock travel does not jump up or down,
according to Darton.
The machined aluminum DualSync cam system is
easily adjustable through its range of draw lengths, 25 to

The Pro 3800 is driven by Darton’s DualSync High Efficiency
Synchronized Dual Cam System. Working with other technologies
on the bow this cam system cranks out IBO speeds between 345
and 350 fps. Draw lengths are easily adjusted through a set of
modules that do not require a bow press to change out. This view
also shows the cable straddling the cam to equal out the tension
and reduce limb twisting torque.

arton Archery unleashes another speedster with
their 2011 flagship bow – the new Pro 3800.
Rocketing arrows down range at IBO speeds
ranging from 345 to 350 fps the 3800 will certainly turn
some heads.
The Pro 3800 is loaded with features including the
DualSync cam system, laminated split limbs, new curved
cable rod, pivoting limb pockets, custom VibraGrip,
Darton’s low-mount Bowstring Noise Suppression
System and Realtree’s APG camo pattern.

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and much of his
career has centered around the testing and evaluation of products. Now 41, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks started
writing for magazines and websites 10 years ago and since
then has done more than 500 product reviews. Manufacturers
who appreciate his thoroughness and frankness have often
asked him to conduct third-party testing of their prototypes.
Silk’s work has appeared on the web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been published in Petersen’s Bowhunting,
Bowhunter, Arrow Adventure and Whitetail Fanatic, along with
ArrowTrade. Jon and Jennifer Silks have six children and live in
Pennsylvania. Silks can be reached at jon@silksoutdoors.com.
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at rest. A quick glance lets the shooter know if their cables either need to be
lengthened or shortened to achieve top performance.
Talking Points – Cam System
(These Talking Points are notable bow features and characteristics you
may choose to bring up during the selling process)
You don’t have to be a speed freak to appreciate the flat shooting capabilities
that an arrow flying at 345 to 350 fps offers.
You can point out that Darton actually hits their advertised speeds – that is
something I appreciate about any manufacturer and customers will as
well.
Low maintenance is always a bonus. Some folks like to tinker with their setup all year long, however, many bowhunters just want to set up their rig
one time and be done with it. Darton’s patented system makes that a distinct possibility.
An 80 percent letoff is a welcome addition when you are at full draw for an
extended period of time waiting for the trophy of a lifetime to take that allimportant last step.
The tuning mark feature on the Darton cam systems is evidence the company has the shooter in mind while designing their rigs.

·
·
·
·
·

Laminated Quad Limbs
Pro 3800 Quad limbs are manufactured with a two part configuration
including a Gordon E-Glass core and laminated E-Glass skins. The Gordon
core is machined to a precise thickness, length and width and the skins are
added to the tension and compression sides providing further resilience, flexibility and strength. To create consistency within the limb sets Darton tests
each limb, marks it with a deflection number and then pairs it with three other
limbs of the same number. Each limb measures approximately 12-3/4 inches
in length and is made with a pre-load to uniformly distribute stress and store
energy across the entire limb when the bow is at full draw.
Another very important point to make concerning the Pro3800 Mach I
limbs is their past parallel position at full draw. The benefits of parallel and
past parallel limbs have been demonstrated time and time again. Limbs that
reach beyond parallel at full draw act in opposition to one another distributing the force from release in equal and opposite directions. This greatly
reduces any excess energy in the system once the arrow is released. A bow with
parallel limbs will generally demonstrate notably reduced shock, vibration
and noise as compared to a bow with upright limbs.
Limb sets are available in 40, 50, 60 and 70 pound peak draw weight options.
The limbs are either film dipped in Realtree’s APG camo pattern or finished in
black to match the Shadow Black option. Each of the Quad limbs is decorated
with the Darton logo and “Mach I”.
Limb pockets are CNC machined from 6061 aluminum and finished to
match the limbs and
riser. Pockets pivot on a
machined boss at each
end of the riser during
the draw weight adjustment process meaning
the pocket is mobile
while the limb and
Darton minimizes the shock, vibration and noise levels in the Pro
3800 by equipping it with a set of radical past parallel limbs.
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pocket interface remains constant. A system that utilizes a
pivoting pocket rather than a moving limb is generally
considered to be more consistent and precise and therefore superior. The pockets also include a locking tab to
secure the adjustment once made. Pockets are fully
machined at all mounting surfaces including the portion
that actually cradles the limb to preserve precision and
consistency at this critical connection point. The overall
pocket has two individual slots/receptacles that cradle
each of the four quad limb pieces for a tightly controlled fit.
Talking Points – Limbs and Limb Pockets

·Parallel limbs mean less shock, vibration and noise.
·Darton limbs and Gordon materials have gained a rep-

6061-T6 aluminum and is reflexed in its geometry. A
riser’s configuration is determined by the position of the
grip’s deepest point as it relates to an imaginary line
drawn through both limb pocket pivot points. If the
deepest part of the grip is in front of this line then the
riser is considered to be deflexed. However, if the throat
of the grip is behind the line (closer to the archer) the
bow is considered to be reflexed. Reflex versions increase
what is known as the power stroke. Power stroke is the
actual distance that the archer moves the string from its
resting position to full draw. When a manufacturer
chooses between deflex and reflex they have to consider
trade-offs in terms of stability versus speed. All else
being equal, the longer the power stroke the faster the
bow, however in comparison deflex risers have long been
considered more stable and forgiving.
Darton aligns the grip, limbs and bowstring to create

utation in the industry for reliable and consistent
performance.
Quad limbs eliminate some of the stress points inherent to a more traditional limb
like those found in the eccentric
Bow Specifications
cutout and limb bolt cutout.
Manufacturer:
Darton Archery
I would expect nothing less than a
Model:
Pro 3800
pivoting pocket on a bow of this
Website:
www.dartonarchery.com
caliber

·
·

Home Base
Serving as the center of operations the Pro 3800 CNC machined
riser is made from a single block of

Draw Weights
Draw Lengths
Axle-to-axle length
Brace Height
Mass Weight
Let-off
Advertised IBO
Eccentrics
Strings/Cables

40, 50, 60 and 70 lb peak
25-31" in .5" inc- modular
33-13/16"
6"
4.0 lbs
80 percent
345 - 350 fps
DualSync
Scorpion Premium

Finish
Grip
Riser
Limb Pockets
Limbs
Cable Guard
Warranty
MSRP

Realtree APG/Shadow Blk
VibraGrip molded rubber
Reflex, CNC Machined
Pivoting, aluminum
Gordon Core + Skins
Curved Rod with Slide
Limited Lifetime
$829.99

Test Parameters
N Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 0.1 pounds
N Draw Length will be set to 30” (+ 0.25” -0.00”)
N Properly spined arrows will be selected according to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per pound (350 grains)
N All arrow velocity ratings must be measured using a shooting machine with
mechanical release
N A minimum of five shots must be chronographed using an arrow as defined above.
The five shots will then be averaged to obtain the final result. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of 2 ft/sec
N A chronograph with a minimum of two gates set no more than 48” apart will be used.
The initial gate will be set at 36” from the front of the bow’s handle.

Mach I Quad Limbs consist of a
machined Gordon material core and EGlass skins laminated on the compression and tension surfaces. Limbs are pre
loaded to allocate the energy storage
and stress evenly across the entire limb
resulting in durability & dependability.
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Test Method
N Just to make sure the bow is at least in the right ballpark the draw weight and draw
length are roughly verified with Easton’s Hand Held Bow Weight Scale and a simple
draw length arrow correlated to a mark on the shelf adjacent to the deepest part of the
grip. This saves me a lot of time if the bow is not close to the right draw length or
draw weight.
N Brace height is tested using calibrated dial calipers
N Install New Archery Products Quik Tune 3000 Arrow Rest
N Set nock point
N Verify draw weight using a calibrated digital force gauge backed up with the Easton
Bow Force Mapper (BFM) System handheld unit
N Verify draw length using the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which is a
combination of a custom software package, modified Apple Bow Drawing Machine,
Chatillon digital force gauge, calibrated 36” steel rule and trammel point
N Mark cams at full draw
N Tune by hand
N Set bow on Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine – draw to cam
marks and fire through two chronographs – Oehler and Easton. Both chronographs
are equipped with indoor lighting kits.
N Speed is recorded from the average of 5 shots.
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what they call a True Center Riser. Basically
Objective Test Categories
this keeps everything in line and makes the
Kinetic Energy: 92.53 foot-pounds
bow easier to set up and tune.
This is the energy that actually goes into propelling the arrow. Basically, it is the
The CNC machining process produces
energy that is left over from the stored energy after all of the bow system friction
is accounted for.
smooth transitions, detailed features and
flowing lines that span the length of the riser.
Stored Energy: 109.55 foot-pounds
Almost a dozen cutouts are positioned along
When a bow is drawn energy is supplied to the limbs. The amount of energy that
the riser’s structure with several of them septhe limbs can hold is the stored energy
arated by only a small strut. This minimizing
of metal reduces overall mass weight and has
Efficiency Rating: 84.46 percent
an aesthetic value as well.
This is the amount of stored energy (in %) that can be successfully tranferred into
propelling the arrow upon release. The bow design, including limbs, limb pockets,
Darton decks out their new flagship with
cam systems, and axle types play into the bow's efficiency.
every bowhunter’s favorite color – camo. In
this case it is Realtree’s APG pattern. The finSE/PF Ratio: 1.57
ish is applied through a film dipping process,
This is the ratio of stored energy to peak force. In other words, what returns are
which produces a seamless and durable proyou getting for the power you supply?
tective coating. Darton also offers a “Shadow
Black” and “Target Blue” Anodized finish.
Darton grips have become known as some of the tant) benefit of allowing the shooter’s hand to consismost comfortable the industry has to offer. Back when I tently find its proper position for a more accurate shot.
first started shooting Darton bows in the late 90s and The grip is completed with rounded edges and smooth
early 2000s they had a soft rubber grip that quickly contours that blend it with the riser.
gained popularity with bowhunters – especially those in
Another Pro 3800 feature that takes this rig to the
northern hunting regions. The Pro 3800 is outfitted with next level is Darton’s new patent pending Curved Cable
a Custom Molded VibraGrip, which is a two-piece con- Rod. At rest (brace height) the tension on the cables is at
toured rubber model. While this version is not as soft as its lowest point in the cycle. It is here that the new rod
the older versions it is still comfortable and provides an positions the cables for maximum clearance. Remember,
insulating value. Also, it has the added (and more impor- this is where the cable slide will be as the shot moves the

UltraRest
HD
Bone
Collector

From Page 37

The arrow will never fall off the rest!
The launcher drops away giving total
fletching clearance. It knows to drop
away only when the bow is fired not
during a slow let-down. It also has
LDT. This allows higher spring tension, no bounce back, and total
fletching clearance even on bows
over 400 fps. Easy to setup and tune.
the AVT featyre minimizes vibration
and noise. Laser cut felt for a deadly
silent draw. Made in the U.S.A. with a
Limited Life Time Warranty.
Quality Archery Designs
P.O. Box 940
Madison Heights, VA 24572
Phone: (434) 846-5839
FAX: (434) 528-1696

Battle Bag
From Flextone
The Battle Bag is the most innovative, volume carrying antler rattle
package to enter the woods! The
flexible bag that holds the Battle
Sticks keeps them quiet while traveling, the attached lanyard allows
the hunter to hang it where you
need it, and when you want to get
after it and make the loudest fight
in the woods, the open air rubber
flex design allows you to turn up
the volume over any cloth rattle
bags hand over fist. From early
season sparring to epic, height of
rut battles, the Battle Bag is the call
for you. Number FG-DEER-00006

877-993-4868
www.flextonegamecalls.com

NEW LENS AVAILABILITY
Feather Vision is proud to announce
that they carry lenses for the
newest sights and scopes on the
market. Now any of our ten lens
types are available for the:
Apex Axim sight,
Axcel Armortech sight,
Axcel X-31 and X-41 scopes,
and the PSE Micro Eclipse sight
Contact Feather Vision for
information on lenses for these or
any other scope or sight.
866-384-5367
www.feathervisions.com
support@feathervisions.com
226 Cecil A. Malone Dr. #2,
Ithaca, NY 14850
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string forward to propel the arrow so it stands to reason
that you want them as far away from the arrow’s passing
fletching. The cable slide moves into the curved section
of the rod and closer to the centerline of the bow as the
bow is drawn to full draw. This reduces the pressure on
the cables and torque on the system in general – always
a good thing.
Also found on the Pro 3800’s riser is a threaded metal
stabilizer insert and adjustable low-mount string suppression system featuring a pliable rubber stop on the
end of a machined aluminum rod.

bring a bracketed picture of the bow’s speed performance to the reader. Test arrows include a lightweight
350 grain arrow, a mid-weight 425 grain arrow and a relatively heavy 540 grain arrow. Before recording speeds
with these arrows the bow was first tuned for each one.
Most every bowhunter/archer will be able to extrapolate

Talking Points – Riser and Grip

·As mentioned above, the Darton grips do a terrific job
of combining comfort with functionality.
·The riser looks good with its intricate machining and
seamless finish.
·One of my personal favorites is Darton’s True Center
Riser feature. Anytime a manufacturer does something to make life simpler for the users of their products it shows that they have the right things in mind
during the design process.
The curved cable rod is a bonus – less torque at full
draw means a solid lock on the target.

·

Bowhunters demand a quiet shooting rig and to that end Darton
has outfitted their 2011 flagship with a low-mount string silencing fixture. A machined aluminum rod that attaches to the back
of the riser has a pliable rubber stopper on the end facing the
string, which deadens string vibration at the shot.

Testing
A single brass nock and a NAP QuikTune 300 Arrow
Rest were attached to the bow – nothing more. With the
exception of these two items every bow is tested as it
would be shipped to the dealer or customer. In other
words, if it has string silencers or other components preinstalled it is tested with them installed. While the “official” velocity rating for our calculations will be taken
with an arrow as defined below, we will also use two
other test arrows as reference points. This will be done to

Darton’s new patent pending Curved Cable Rod reduces torque
at full draw while allowing for maximum clearance when the
arrow’s fletching passes by.

Test Equipment
Last Chance Archery Power Press
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine
Silks Outdoors Test Fixture and Program
Calibrated Mitutoyo Dial Calipers – 8”
Calibrated Chatillon DFIS 200 Digital Force Gauge
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
American Whitetail Large Bag Target
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Spot Hogg’s Hooter Shooter portable shooting machine is an
important component in ArrowTrade bow testing. The use of a
machine creates consistency and eliminates any possible human
shooting form error.

Pro Chrono Digital Chronograph
Easton Professional Chronograph with an infrared lighting system
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Calibrated steel rule – 36”
Easton Archery Arrows
Tru Ball Chappy Boss Mechanical Release
Elite Archery Draw Board
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their approximate arrow speed in relation to similar setup parameters and results presented from the three test
arrows.
The speed result from the 350 grain arrow is entered
into the Silks Outdoors Bow Analysis Program, which
then automatically calculates Kinetic Energy, Stored
Energy, and Efficiency.
Potential customers will generally make their bow
purchase choice based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock and

vibration level, grip and the draw cycle.
In our testing for ArrowTrade Magazine we try to give
you a feel for how a bow performs in the “subjective”
areas mentioned above. You can then focus on the bow’s
notable subjective points when interacting with your
customer. The term “subjective” can basically be translated into “opinion”. Here is my opinion of this bow’s
performance in the following subjective categories:
Subjective Test Results

Shot Noise:
Shot noise was better than I expected. Suspecting some string noise I added a
couple of silencers and the noise level got even better.
Grip Comfort and Function:
As you would expect from Darton - comfortable and warm for those cold days
afield plus functional with consistent hand seating.
Draw Cycle "Feel":

TestID: Darton Pro 3800
Tested By:
JES
Min Load:
17.4 lbs
Min Pos:
30.25"
Distance (in)

Load (lbs)

7.765

0.10

8
9

2.90
17.40

10

31.50

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

46.40
57.70
65.00
69.00
69.90
70.00
70.10
70.10
70.10
70.00
69.80
70.00
69.70
69.90
69.70
69.40
66.10

28

59.70

29
30
30.25

45.10
22.50
17.40

As you will see in the draw cycle graph this bow is built for speed with an
aggressive climb to peak followed by a long and level stay at the top. The
transitions to and from peak are rounded to smooth things out.
Shock and Vibration Levels:
This bow has a notable bump in the handle at the shot, however, vibration is nearly
non existent and short lived.
lived

30.25"
6.015"
70.1 lbs
17.00"

Draw Length:
Brace Height:
Max Load:
Max Pos:

Load (lbs)

The Pro 3800’s machined aluminum
pocket is finished to match the riser and
limbs. In the case of the test bow that finish is black. More importantly is the functionality of the pocket in that it pivots
during the draw weight adjustment
process and has a locking tab to secure
the changes you have made.

Speed:
Power Stroke:
Kinetic Energy:
Stored Energy:
Dynamic Eff.:
Brace Height:
Peak Draw Weight:
Full Draw Condition:

345 ft/sec
1.87'
92.53 ft-lbs
109.55 ft-lbs
84.46%

80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0
0
0
0.0

5
0
5.0

10 0
10.0

15
0
15.0

20
0
20.0

25
0
25.0

30
0
30.0

35
0
35.0

Distance (in)
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